PGL Adventure Camps Code of Conduct
As one of our Booking Conditions, Party Leaders agree to maintain the discipline and supervision of their
party. One of the adults responsible for the party must therefore be available at all times (except by special
agreement). The following points further amplify our requirements and we would be grateful if you could
ensure that your party members comply.


We ask party members to show consideration for the other parties they meet, as well as PGL staff,
coach drivers and neighbouring local residents.



It is also important of course that they show respect for property – coaches, centre fabric and
equipment, and all other property. Costs for intentional damage will normally be passed on to the
party responsible.



Party members should be aware of the curfew on centre and restrict noise to a minimum during
curfew hours.



No smoking is permitted in the public areas of PGL centres or on PGL coaches. It is strictly
prohibited in all accommodation units, especially in tents. Smoking is only allowed in designated
areas.



Party Leaders should not allow any under-age possession or consumption of alcohol or drugs at PGL
camps.



Party members must not behave in an anti-social fashion, e.g. use offensive or insulting language,
threatening behaviour or bullying.



Theft or illegal activities will be reported to the police.



Students must not leave the site unless accompanied by a supervising adult.



Party members must follow the Victorian bush-camping code:
-

“Tread lightly to avoid loving our natural areas to death”

-

Ensure fires are safe

-

Take rubbish home



-

Protect native plants and animals

-

Leave no trace

PGL reserves the right to send any party member(s) home for illegal activities, consistent or gross
misconduct. In such cases the cost will be totally borne by the individual or party.

